Renaissance Bullet Interview PT
Your Name:

Your Renaissance Person’s Name:

Your Birthdate:

Your Renaissance Person’s Birth and Death Dates:
PLACE
YOU

RENAISSANCE PERSON

Florence was called the “Birthplace
of the Renaissance” due to its wealth
from trade and commerce and
beautiful environment. Many
Renaissance artists lived there.
Where is your person from?

Where is your “home” or
where would you say you
are from?

List 3 characteristics of
your home city:
Find 1 image of your city
that you think represents
it:
ARCHITECTURE
YOU

RENAISSANCE PERSON

Find 1 building that is from your
home city. Paste a link or an
image. Include what the building
is today.
What is one influence on that
building? (Spanish, Gothic, etc.
Use Google to ask “influences on
__your building__ architecture).
VISUAL ARTS: PAINTING AND SCULPTURE

YOU

1 piece of visual art from your
home city. Copy and paste and
image and include the title and
the artist:
1 Piece of visual art from
anywhere in the world created
AFTER 2006.

RENAISSANCE PERSON
(choose one: either a piece of
art created by your person OR
created in their home city OR
created during their lifetime)

LITERATURE

YOU

RENAISSANCE PERSON
(choose either a piece of work
your person wrote OR was
written in their lifetime. Give a
1 sentence summary.)

Write your favorite part of your
favorite book or your favorite
poem. Include the title and
author:
Find and copy a poem written
since 2006. Include the title and
author:

[

**WHEN YOU’RE DONE COME TO ME TO “FIND” YOUR FOUND POEM AND WRITE YOUR NAME
ON IT. Decide on what part speaks to you and get ready to cut it out.**

Reflect on where you are from and how your home has created the person you are now. Think about
the period of time you have lived in. Reflect on the art and literature that inspires you and what has
been created in your lifetime. Why did the artist create their painting? What influenced the author to
write down their thoughts? Reflect how all the issues and successes in the world since 2006 has
shaped your story. Now you are going to create a Found Self Portrait.
FINAL FOUND SELF PORTRAIT MUST INCLUDE (yes this is a Benchmark Grade):
❏ The poem you “found” should be glued in the center.
❏ 3 elements from your bullet interview with yourself (you may mix and match how you like):
❏ 1 additional piece of writing that reflects you (can be written or drawn)
❏ Influence from the Renaissance person of your choice
❏ Influence from the Renaissance period as a whole: spatial distribution, realism and the human
form, Greek or Roman mythology etc.)
We are going to spend a lot of time on this. The final product should represent you and should look
professional and cohesive; NO COLLAGES. Anything with stick figures or pencil scratches
frantically drawn just before class will not be acceptable.

Yes you may trace, but only in parts. You may not copy another sentient being’s complete work onto
your paper.

